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By Makley, Michael J.

University of Nevada Press, Reno, 2009. Softcover. Book Condition: New. 328 pages. Softcover. New
book. NEVADA. William Sharon was one of the most colorful scoundrels in the nineteenth-century
mining West. He epitomized the robber barons of the nation's Gilded Age and the political
corruption and moral decay for which that period remains notorious; yet he was also a visionary
capitalist who controlled more than a dozen of the greatest mines on Nevada's mighty Comstock
Lode, built the Virginia & Truckee Railroad, manipulated speculation and prices on the San
Francisco Stock Exchange, and revived the collapsed Bank of California. One enemy called him "a
thoroughly bad manÑa man entirely void of principle," while a Comstock neighbor called him "one
of the best men that ever lived in Virginia City." Both descriptions were reasonably accurate. In this
first-ever biography of one of Nevada's most reviled historical figures, author Michael Makley
examines Sharon's complex nature and the turbulent times in which he flourished. Arriving in San
Francisco shortly after the Gold Rush began, Sharon was soon involved in real estate, politics,
banking, and stock speculation, and he was a party in several of the era's most shocking business
and sexual scandals. When he...
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Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent read. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this published e pdf. You wont sense
monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogs are for about when you ask me).
-- Pr of . Ma ur icio Howe III--  Pr of . Ma ur icio Howe III

I just started out reading this ebook. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Leonie Collins-- Leonie Collins
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